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Abstract 

Recent genomic analyses have provided substantial evidence for past periods of gene 

flow from polar bears (Ursus maritimus) into Alaskan brown bears (Ursus arctos), with 

some analyses suggesting a link between climate change and genomic introgression. 

However, because it has only been possible to sample bears from the present day, the 

timing, frequency, and evolutionary significance of this admixture remains unknown. 

Here, we analyze genomic DNA from three additional and geographically distinct brown 

bear populations, including two that lived temporally close to the peak of the last ice age. 

We find evidence of admixture in all three populations, suggesting that admixture 

between these species has been common in their recent evolutionary history. In addition, 

analyses of ten fossil bears from the now-extinct Irish population indicate that admixture 

peaked during the last ice age, when brown bear and polar bear ranges overlapped. 

Following this peak, the proportion of polar bear ancestry in Irish brown bears declined 
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rapidly until their extinction. Our results support a model in which ice age climate change 

created geographically widespread conditions conducive to admixture between polar 

bears and brown bears, as is again occurring today. We postulate that this model will be 

informative for many admixing species pairs impacted by climate change. Our results 

highlight the power of paleogenomes to reveal patterns of evolutionary change that are 

otherwise masked with only contemporary data. 

 

 

Introduction 

Post-divergence gene flow between species is increasingly understood to have 

been common in evolutionary history (Green et al. 2010; Dasmahapatra et al. 2012; 

Poelstra et al. 2014; Lamichhaney et al. 2015). Also known as admixture, this process 

most commonly occurs when two formerly geographically isolated species overlap in 

range and are reproductively compatible. Genomic analyses across hybrid zones have 

revealed considerable variation among species pairs in both the spatial patterns and 

evolutionary consequences of admixture (Good et al. 2008; Dasmahapatra et al. 2012; 

Poelstra et al. 2014). In some cases, genomic incompatibilities lead to hybrid phenotypes 

that are less fit than either parent species (Good et al. 2008). In other cases, new 

combinations of alleles may provide local adaptive advantages (Garroway et al. 2010). 

Hybridization may, therefore, be an important source of evolutionary novelty, for 

example during periods of rapid climate change, when shifting habitats may form 

communities comprising previously isolated populations and species (Graham et al. 

1996; Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Hoffmann and Sgrò 2011). 
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Polar bears and brown bears diverged less than 500 thousand years ago (Hailer et 

al. 2012; Cahill et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2014) but differ morphologically, physiologically, 

and behaviorally (Stirling 2011). In recent years, whole genome sequencing has revealed 

that all North American brown bears have between 3% and 8% of their genome derived 

from polar bear ancestry (Cahill et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2014; Cahill et al. 2015). Polar bear 

ancestry is greatest among North American brown bears in Southeast Alaska’s ABC 

(Admiralty, Baranof and Chichagof) Islands (Liu et al. 2014; Cahill et al. 2015). 

Previously, we proposed a population conversion model of polar/brown bear admixture 

(Cahill et al. 2013), in which a warming climate at the end of the last ice age allowed 

brown bears to disperse into what had previously been polar bear range (today’s ABC 

Islands), resulting in hybridization and the formation of a hybrid population (Cahill et al. 

2013; Cahill et al. 2015). Even after the climate stabilized during the Holocene, the ABC 

Islands continued to receive immigrants from the much larger and less admixed mainland 

population, which gradually reduced the polar bear contribution in the population to the 

6-8% observed in ABC islands brown bears today (Cahill et al. 2015).  

An alternative hypothesis has also been proposed, however. Liu et al (Liu et al. 

2014) suggested that the admixture event occurred prior to the last ice age, and that the 

proportion of polar bear ancestry in ABC Islands bears has been relatively stable since 

that time. These models make very different predictions about the impact of admixture on 

populations’ genetic diversity, with the population conversion model suggesting a much 

stronger impact than the alternative model, and about the subsequent fate of that 

diversity, with the population conversion model supporting a gradual loss of diversity 

over time. Both models are consistent with some features of the nuclear genomic data 
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from present-day individuals, and so the absence of a direct measurement of polar bear 

ancestry in the past has prevented resolution of this question. 

Here, we use a paleogenomic approach to directly explore the role of climate 

change in facilitating admixture between brown bears (Ursus arctos) and polar bears (U. 

maritimus) (Fig. 1). Focusing on a now-extinct population of brown bears from Ireland, 

we isolated genomic DNA from ten cave-preserved bones that were morphologically and 

isotopically identified as brown bears (Edwards et al. 2011) and that range in age from 

37.5-3.9 thousand calibrated years before present (cal. ka BP). This interval spans the 

local peak of the last ice age ca. 24.7 cal. ka BP (Peters et al. 2015), when polar bears’ 

distribution would have been most proximate to present-day Ireland. Previously, 

mitochondrial DNA showed that some Irish brown bear fossils have polar bear-like 

mitochondrial haplotypes, which is consistent with admixture having occurred between 

polar bears and brown bears in Ireland (Edwards et al. 2011).  

To explore the geographic extent of potential admixture between brown bears and 

polar bears, we also extracted and analyzed DNA from an 11.3 cal. ka BP (Harington et 

al. 2014) brown bear bone from the coast of the Champlain Sea in Quebec, Canada, and 

from two bears from the present-day population of Kunashir Island, in eastern Russia 

(Fig. 1). Both populations were located near perennial sea ice during the Last Glacial 

maximum (LGM) (Seki et al. 2004; Harington 2008), suggesting they may have been 

regions where polar bear and brown bear ranges overlapped.  Interestingly, some 

Kunashir Island brown bears have white coats (Sato et al. 2011) and, while the source of 

this color variation is unknown, intermediate coat color is typical of polar/brown bear 

hybrids (Preuß et al. 2009).  These samples, together with the Irish brown bears and the 
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ABC islands brown bears, provide one population each from the east and west coasts of 

the Atlantic and Pacific, allowing us to test whether admixture between polar bears and 

brown bears was constrained to a small number of islands or was widespread throughout 

the Northern Temperate zone. 

 

Results 

We used the D and 𝑓 statistics (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011), to estimate 

the amount of polar bear ancestry within each Irish bear genome (fig, 2, supplementary 

Fig. S1,S2, supplementary table S1, S2). To assess statistical significance, we used the 

weighted block jackknife with 5Mb blocks (Kunsch 1989). Z-scores are calculated by 

dividing the D or 𝑓 value by the weighted block jackknife standard error.  Z-scores 

greater than 3 are considered significant evidence of admixture. We found all 10 Irish 

brown bears to have significant polar bear ancestry ranging from at least 3% to at most 

21.5% of their genomes (Fig. 2, supplementary Fig. S1; supplementary table S1, S2).  

Strikingly, the Irish brown bears with the largest proportion of polar bear ancestry lived 

temporally closest to the peak of the last ice age, with the most admixed bear, 21.5% 

polar bear ancestry (Z=11.7), dating to ca. 13 cal. ka BP. Observed polar bear ancestry in 

Irish brown bears generally declined between 13 cal. ka BP and 4 cal. ka BP (Fig. 2). 

The two other previously unstudied populations were also found to exhibit polar 

bear ancestry. The brown bears from Kunashir Island in Eastern Russia have 4.0% 

(Z=6.1) and 12.7% (Z=16.9) polar bear ancestry (supplementary Fig. S1; supplementary 

table S1, S2), strongly supporting past admixture with polar bears.  Likewise the 11.3 cal. 

ka BP (Harington et al. 2014) brown bear bone recovered from Champlain Sea deposits 
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in Quebec, Canada (Fig. 1) has at least 8.5% (Z=5.7) polar bear ancestry (supplementary 

Fig. S1; supplementary table S1, S2).   

The D and 𝑓 statistics test for the presence of admixture but do not explicitly test 

whether that is gene flow from polar bears into brown bears or the reverse (Green et al. 

2010; Durand et al. 2011). In all three candidate hybrid populations (Ireland, Kunashir 

and Quebec), we tested the direction of gene flow by scanning the genome for regions 

where putative hybrids were excessively similar to polar bears and divergent from other 

brown bears, which would indicate the introgression of polar bear alleles into the hybrid 

brown bears (Supplementary Material online)(Green et al. 2010).  Consistent with results 

in previously studied admixed bear populations (Cahill et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2014) we 

found the candidate hybrids to be enriched for genomic regions of low polar bear 

divergence and high brown bear divergence relative to a Fennoscandian brown bear with 

no detectable polar bear ancestry (supplementary Fig. S3). This provides additional 

support for polar bear introgression into the Ireland, Kunashir and Quebec brown bear 

populations. 

The marked decline in Irish brown bears’ polar bear ancestry from 14,000 to 

3,000 years ago could be driven by: demographic processes, such as the immigration of 

unadmixed brown bears decreasing the fraction of polar bear ancestry in the population; 

selection against polar bear alleles; or some combination of the two. The very small 

effective population size of polar bears (Miller et al. 2012) may have led to an overall 

higher genetic load compared to brown bears, which would exert selection against polar 

bear ancestry. To test whether selection against maladaptive polar bear alleles contributed 

to the post-glacial decline in polar bear ancestry, we performed simulations of the impact 
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of selection against introgressed loci due to polar bears’ greater genetic load under a 

recently proposed population history model (Liu et al. 2014) (see Methods). Our 

simulations show that polar bears are expected to have only a slightly higher genetic load 

than brown bears, resulting in a median decrease in fitness of 4% (supplementary Fig. 

S4). This resulted in a simulated decline in polar bear ancestry, from a starting value of 

25%, to 22.4% before stabilizing (supplementary Fig. S5). The post-LGM reduction in 

polar bear ancestry is, therefore, not primarily explained by genetic load or selection 

against polar bear alleles.  

The samples from Ireland were preserved in temperate caves and exhibit 

degradation and low endogenous DNA content typical of such samples (supplementary 

table S3, S4).  A pilot study showed that the Irish brown bear samples have the best 

preserved nuclear DNA of any Irish brown bear bones in the National Museum of Ireland 

Collection (supplementary online materials), however, achieving 1x coverage for any, let 

alone all, of the samples is not feasible given the DNA preservation.  Although, the 

coverage is <1x it is sufficiently high that all of the Irish brown bears were found to have 

significant polar bear ancestry (Z>3).  

To test whether the methods in this study were robust at the coverage that was 

attainable from the samples we simulated low coverage samples randomly sampled reads 

from a multi-fold coverage modern brown bear known to have 8.56% autosomal polar 

bear ancestry (Cahill et al. 2015) (supplementary table S5).  We found lower coverage 

samples are more susceptible to ascertainment bias from reference genome selection, 

resulting in overestimation of polar bear ancestry, than higher coverage samples but this 

can be mitigated by appropriate read mapping parameter selection (supplementary Fig. 
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S6).  Ten simulations of 1 million randomly sampled mapped reads (fewer reads than 4 of 

the Irish bears and both Kunashir bears), produced estimates from 8.50% to 9.70% with  

a mean of 9.04% (supplementary Fig. S6, supplementary table S5). That this previously 

undocumented bias in D and f statistic estimation exists should serve as a caution to 

future studies, however, 0.48% is not comparable to the magnitude of the admixture 

observed in this study.  Further, the narrow range of estimates in the test, 1.20% between 

the most extreme results for 1 million mapped reads (supplementary table S5), show that 

the coverage used in this study can accurately and reliably estimate introgressed ancestry.   

 

Discussion 

The very high polar bear ancestry observed immediately after the local peak of 

the last ice age was followed by a decline in polar bear ancestry. This closely corresponds 

to the population conversion model previously proposed for admixture between polar 

bears and brown bears on southeastern Alaska’s ABC Islands (Cahill et al. 2013). That 

the population conversion model is operative in Ireland suggests that it was also operative 

in the ABC Islands. We further suggest that the population conversion model predicted 

from ABC Islands genomic diversity and directly observed in the Irish population may be 

a general pattern for polar/brown bear admixture. 

We hypothesize that a combination of local changes in habitat availability, lower 

sea levels, and species-specific natural histories facilitated the observed admixture 

between brown and polar bears. The paleoecological and fossil records of Ireland suggest 

that all or most of Ireland was glaciated throughout much of the last ice age, leaving little 

to no habitat for brown bears (Clark et al. 2012; Ó Cofaigh et al. 2012; Edwards et al. 
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2014). At the same time, major tidewater glaciers on the western shelf and down the Irish 

Sea basin and offshore iceberg scouring of the sea floor suggest the possibility of 

productive sea ice habitat for polar bears along the Irish coast (Edwards et al. 2011; Clark 

et al. 2012; Ó Cofaigh et al. 2012; Peters et al. 2015). As resident brown bear populations 

declined during the approach of the LGM, this proximity in range probably led to 

admixture, as it can in present day populations of brown bears and polar bears whose 

ranges overlap (Stirling 2011). After the LGM, brown bears likely recolonized Ireland 

from mainland Europe or Great Britain (Edwards et al. 2014). These colonizing bears 

would have encountered and hybridized with resident polar bears or hybrid bears. Such 

encounters probably decreased in frequency as the ice receded. Continuing dispersal from 

the mainland of non-admixed brown bears would reduce the proportion of polar bear 

ancestry in the Irish brown bear population, leading to the pattern observed in the Irish 

brown bear genomes (Fig. 2). 

The observation that the Kunashir and Quebec populations also have polar bear 

ancestry provides further support for the conclusion that the ABC islands and Ireland are 

part of a broader pattern of admixture and not isolated idiosyncratic events. Kunashir 

Island is the first Asian brown bear population shown to have polar bear ancestry. This 

population may include individuals with greater amounts of polar bear ancestry than the 

ABC Islands brown bears, as the Kunashir 2 individual’s 12% polar bear ancestry 

exceeds the 8% that was the most polar bear ancestry previously observed in an extant 

brown bear (Cahill et al. 2015). This may reflect a different demographic or selective 

regime in the Kunashir Islands than in the ABC Islands, which could be explored in 

future research. However, we suggest some caution in interpreting this result, because the 
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Kunashir 2 value varies more than others according to the choice of bioinformatic 

approach (supplementary Fig. S1, S2). Nonetheless, all of our analyses support both 

Kunashir bears as having polar bear ancestry (supplementary table S1,S2). 

Admixture between brown bears and polar bears has also been observed in the 

present-day Canadian Arctic (Doupé et al. 2007; Pongracz et al. 2017) and has been 

attributed to climate-induced overlap between the two species (Kelly et al. 2010). 

Together, these data reveal the ongoing and dynamic nature of gene flow between brown 

bears and polar bears, and the important role that climate change and consequent habitat 

redistribution plays in facilitating admixture. Intriguingly, the evolutionary consequences 

of this admixture appear to be mediated by ecological and behavioral differences between 

the two species, which maintain polar bears as a genetically distinct lineage that lacks any 

detectable of brown bear introgression (Cahill et al. 2015; Peacock et al. 2015). These 

results highlight the complicated nature of speciation, and suggest that Ursus, which 

includes brown bears and polar bears, may be a useful genus in which to explore the 

formation of incompatibilities between diverging lineages. 

 

Conclusion 

Admixture between polar bears and brown bears is geographically widespread, 

and associated with fluctuations in climate surrounding the last ice age and the present 

warming period.  In Ireland, the proportion of polar bear ancestry in resident brown bears 

peaked after the last ice age and then declined until the population’s extinction ~4 cal. ka 

BP (Fig. 2). This pattern is consistent with the population conversion model of admixture 

previously suggested to explain the extant admixed population on Alaska’s ABC Islands 
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(Cahill et al. 2013), and highlights the power of paleogenomics to test demographic and 

evolutionary hypotheses.   

Correlation between recent climate change and admixture has been observed 

recently for several related species pairs, including trout (Muhlfeld et al. 2014), flying 

squirrels (Garroway et al. 2010), Pachycladon grasses (Becker et al. 2013), and 

damselflies (Sánchez-Guillén et al. 2014). Although the long-term evolutionary 

consequences to these species pairs are not yet known, preliminary evidence suggests a 

wide range of possible outcomes, from extinction via genetic replacement (Muhlfeld et 

al. 2014) to the creation of hybrid phenotypes with higher fitness in the new habitat 

relative to the parental lineages (Becker et al. 2013). While it is tempting to consider 

these as localized examples, and therefore unlikely to have widespread evolutionary 

consequences, introgressed DNA will in many instances spread to non-admixed 

populations as individuals disperse. For example, introgressed polar bear DNA has been 

observed in mainland Alaskan brown bears, probably due to post-glacial dispersal from 

the ABC Islands (Liu et al. 2014; Cahill et al. 2015). Thus admixture resulting from 

climate-related habitat redistribution is likely to have long-term and widespread 

evolutionary consequences, and may be an important mechanism for generating and 

maintaining diversity. 

 

Methods 

DNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing 

All pre-amplification laboratory work on the ancient specimens was conducted in 

a dedicated clean lab facility at the UC Santa Cruz Paleogenomics Lab, following 
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standard procedures for working with degraded DNA (Fulton 2012). We tested multiple 

extraction methods to optimize DNA recovery (Supplementary Material online). After 

DNA extraction, we converted the extracts into double-stranded, indexed sequencing 

libraries following (Meyer and Kircher 2010), as modified by (Heintzman et al. 2015).  

We then pooled the libraries and sequenced them on the Illumina MiSeq and HiSeq 2500 

platforms (Supplementary Material online). 

 

Mapping and reference bias correction 

 To identify optimal mapping parameters for this data we compared a range of 

parameters to an optimal read alignment (Supplementary Material online, supplementary 

table S6). This led us to select bowtie2 v2.1.0 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012), with the 

local alignment approach (-local flag), allowing a single mismatch allowed in the 

mapping seed (-N 1 flag) and a maximum mismatch penalty of 4 (-mp 4 flag) for use 

with the Ireland, Quebec and Kunashir samples. We excluded read mappings with map 

quality scores <30 and removed duplicate reads with samtools v0.1.19 (Li et al. 2009). 

 To describe and mitigate the impact of ascertainment bias from the reference 

genome we mapped reads to the polar bear reference genome (Liu et al. 2014) and a 

consensus sequence of an unadmixed Swedish brown bear (SJS01)(Liu et al. 2014). As 

expected each genome produced a slightly different set of read mappings (supplementary 

table S4). Mappings to the polar bear reference results in greater inferred polar bear 

introgression the mapping to brown bear consensus sequence (supplementary Fig. S1) 

suggesting that both methods are somewhat biased toward their respective species.  To 

minimize bias and capture as much of the admixed bears’ genomes as possible we 
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combined the mappings to the polar bear and brown bear references and for each read 

retained the mapping coordinates with the highest map quality score using an in house 

script (to be released on GitHub) (Supplementary Material online).  This two reference 

approach recovered more reads than either single reference approach indicating that both 

references must have contributed unique mappings (supplementary table S4) and 

produced intermediate estimates of polar bear ancestry (supplementary Fig. S1, 

supplementary tables S1,S2) which we consider to be minimally biased. 

 

Estimating the proportion of polar bear ancestry 

We used the D-statistic (also known as the ABBA/BABA test) to test for the 

possibility of admixture between polar bears and the Ireland, Quebec and Kunashir Island 

brown bears (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011).  For our comparisons we considered 

each of 30 polar bears (Miller et al. 2012; Cahill et al. 2013) and 4 Fennoscandian brown 

bears (Liu et al. 2014; Cahill et al. 2015), all of which had been previously shown to lack 

detectable introgressed ancestry (Liu et al. 2014; Cahill et al. 2015). To identify the 

ancestral state we used an American black bear (Ursus americanus) and a giant panda 

(Ailuropoda melanoleuca) as outgroups. The two outgroups produced similar admixture 

estimates (supplementary Fig. S2) so we used the more closely related American black 

bear for all remaining analyses. To quantify the amount of admixture we used the 𝑓 

statistic which compares the observed derived allele sharing between a hybrid and a polar 

bear with the amount of derived allele sharing expected between two polar bears, 

conceptually a 100% introgressed hybrid (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011)( 

Supplementary Material online), For both D and 𝑓 we tested the impact of different 
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reference genomes, and the inclusion or exclusion of transition sites which are 

susceptible to ancient DNA damage induced bias (supplementary Fig. S1, Supplementary 

Material online) (Hofreiter 2001). We test for significant evidence of admixture with the 

weighted block jackknife (Kunsch 1989) with 5 Mb non-overlapping blocks, we consider 

Z-scores>3 to be significant. We tested the direction of gene flow with the method of 

(Green et al. 2010)(supplementary Fig. S3, Supplementary Material online), and test for 

unexpected biases resulting from less than 1x coverage by randomly sampling reads from 

a high coverage modern brown bear with known polar bear ancestry (Supplementary 

Material online). 

 

Influence of selection against polar bear alleles in hybrids 

 To test whether the accumulation of weakly deleterious alleles in polar bears 

could be responsible for the decline in polar bear ancestry observed in the Irish brown 

bear population (Fig. 2), we used the forward-simulation approach of (Harris and Nielsen 

2016), and the simulator SLiM (Messer 2013). For this analysis, we drew model 

parameters from a recent inference of polar bear demographic history (Liu et al. 

2014)(Supplementary Materials). To model the admixture occurring in Ireland we 

simulated a single 25% pulse of polar bear introgression into a brown bear population 

15,000 years ago. We measured the expected difference in fitness between polar bears 

and brown bears under the model at the time of the simulated admixture (supplementary 

Fig. S4) and the change in polar bear ancestry in the admixed population resulting from 

greater genetic load (supplementary Fig. S5).  
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Data	  Accessibility	  

Raw	  sequence	  reads	  will	  be	  released	  on	  NCBI	  at	  the	  time	  of	  publication.	  	  Programs	  

not	  previously	  published	  will	  be	  released	  on	  GitHub.	   
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Figure Legends: 

 

Fig. 1. (A) Geographic locations of brown bear populations identified here and in 

previous analyses (Cahill et al. 2013) as having some component of polar bear ancestry: 

(i) present-day Ireland; (ii) Chaplain Sea, Quebec, Canada; (iii) Kunashir Island, Russia; 

(iv) Admiralty, Baranof, and Chichagof (ABC) Islands, Alaska, USA. Panel A shows the 

present day distribution of glaciers and sea ice. Details of samples used here are provided 

in supplementary table S3. Each of these admixed populations is located near the extent 

of sea and/or glacial ice at the last glacial maximum, ca. 24 ka BP (Peters et al. 2015), 

which is depicted in panel B, but far from the present-day range of polar bears (Schliebe 
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Figure 3.1.  (A) Geographic locations of brown bear populations identified here and 
in previous analyses(Cahill et al. 2013) as having some component of polar bear 
ancestry: (i) present-day Ireland; (ii) Chaplain Sea, Quebec, Canada; (iii) Kunashir 
Island, Russia; (iv) ABC Islands, Alaska, USA. Panel A shows the present day 
distribution of glaciers and sea ice. Details of samples used here are provided in 
Extended Data Table 3.1. Each of these admixed populations is located near the 
extent of sea and/or glacial ice at the last glacial maximum,  ca, 24ky BP(Peters et al. 
2015), which is depicted in panel B, but far from the present-day range of polar 
bears(Schliebe et al. 2008), as shown in panel C. Base image from 
(http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/BorealMigration/boreal_migration2.p
hp). 
 
 To estimate the amount of polar bear ancestry within each Irish bear genome, 

we used the D and ! statistics (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011) (Figure 3.2, 3.3, 

3.4; Tables 3.4, 3.5), which infer admixture based on an excess of shared derived 

ancestry between polar bears and Irish brown bears compared to that between polar 

bears and an unadmixed brown bear. Strikingly, the Irish brown bears with the 

largest proportion of polar bear ancestry lived temporally closest to the peak of the 

last ice age, with the most admixed bear, 20% polar bear ancestry (Z=7.2), dating to 

ca. 14 cal. ka BP. We found that Irish brown bears that lived after this time had less 

polar bear ancestry (Figure 3.2).  

Perennial Sea Ice
Land Glaciers Polar Bear Range 

Brown Bear Range
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et al. 2008), as shown in panel C. Base image from 

(http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/BorealMigration/boreal_migration2.php). 

 

Fig. 2. The percentage of each Irish brown bear genome derived from polar bear 

ancestry, estimated using 𝑓  and plotted against its calibrated age (Methods). Error bars 

show 95% confidence intervals estimated by weighted block jackknife (1.96 standard 

errors). Mitochondrial haplotype (Edwards et al. 2011) is indicated by color: polar bear 

like, clade 2 (blue) and brown bear like, clade 1 (orange). To show the correspondence 

between polar bear ancestry and climate, we show two climate proxies: δO18 from 

NGRIP and CO2 from Vostok; in both cases, values closer to the top of the Fig. indicate 

warmer temperatures. Glacial reconstructions indicate that all of modern Ireland was 

glaciated during the local peak of the last ice age from 27-19 ka (Clark et al. 2012), 

although radiocarbon dates indicate that some areas in the far south-east may have been 

ice free as late as 25 ka BP (Woodman et al. 1997). A general hiatus in the vertebrate 

fossil record is known in Ireland from the glacial peak until 15 ka BP (Woodman et al. 

1997; Stuart et al. 2004). Brown bears occur in the Irish fossil record both before and 
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after the glacial peak, but are absent during from 32-14 ka BP (Woodman et al. 1997; 

Edwards et al. 2011). The most recent pre-glacial and most ancient post-glacial brown 

bear bones from the Irish fossil record are analyzed as part of this study. 
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